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Abstract—The ceramic industry has a highly automated production system. The quality control, however, is still performed by
humans, which limits its speed and precision. This work proposes
a complete verification system for ceramic tiles based on image
processing and machine learning. The system has four steps:
image acquisition, pre-processing, feature extraction and classification. The feature extraction step uses Segmentation-based
Fractal Texture Analysis (SFTA). A Support Vector Machine is
employed to classify the ceramic tiles. The system is implemented
using OpenCV libraries. In total, 783 ceramic tiles were used,
being 80% for training and 20% to testing. The present work
had reached the proposed objectives, both in processing time and
accuracy, achieving 98.68% of detection rate.

I. I NTRODUCTION
At the end of the twentieth century, industries started to
automatize their processes with the help of computation and
automation [1]. These two areas are commonly employed in
visual inspection of products. The allocation of humans to
perform the visual inspection is therefore unnecessary if a
proper computer vision system is implemented.
The production line of ceramic tiles is almost fully automatized. However, the quality control step requires human
intervention yet. This procedure is hard, intensive and takes
place in a heavy industrial environment, with high noise,
temperature and humidity levels. The quality control process
can be divided in: color analysis, dimensions verification and
visual defects inspection. The defects on the ceramic tiles can
occur due to chemical impurities or physical problems during
the process [2].
The ceramic tiles inspection needs to be done by professionals. However, opinions about the presence or absence of
defects can diverge. The human capacity depends on training,
knowledge and experience [3].
The fact that quality control is done by humans brings
several problems. People, in general, can work in this activity
during some limited time and get tired in a couple of hours.
Thus, the judgment is affected by fatigue [3]. Another negative
factor is the output rate of the quality control being lower than
the production rate.
In 2013, Asian continent was the leader in ceramic manufacture, producing 8315 million square meters (69.8% of the

world’s production). In the world manufacturing rank, China
took the first place, producing 5700 million square meters,
which represented 47.8% of the world’s production. Brazil was
the second, with 7.3% of the world’s production (871 million
square meters) [4].
The rank is repeated in consumption. Asia was the biggest
consumer, using 7692 million square meters (66.5% of world’s
production). China and Brazil were responsible for consuming
39.4% (4556 million square meters) and 7.2% (837 million
square meters) of world’s production, respectively [4].
Defect detection on ceramic tiles has been a widely researched subject. For this reason, several approaches were
used to try to solve this problem. Mohan and Kumar [5]
proposed an automated system for detecting breaks in ceramic
tiles using Discrete Wavelet Transform and Co-Occurrence
Matrix. In Ghazvini et al. [6], the authors presented a solution
to ceramic tile defect detection using 2D Wavelet Transform
as well. However, in the classification step, the authors used
a Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network. This approach’s
main goals were to keep high accuracy and decrease the
computational time.
Furthermore, Jacob et al. [7] proposed an automated system
of defect detection in tiles surface using techniques based
on morphological operations such as dilatation and erosion,
Simple Morphological Edge Extraction and edge detection
techniques. In Mishra and Shukla [8], the authors presented a
solution based on the use of a Probabilistic Neural Network
(PNN). In the feature extraction step, techniques such as Mean
Filter, Sobel Edge Detector, Roberts Detector and Histogram
Calculation were employed.
Hocenski, Matić and Vidović [9] shows a computer vision station for real-time biscuit tile defect detection. It was
developed in C++ using the OpenCV and CUDA libraries.
Furthermore, Novak and Hocenski [10] presented a solution
using Local Binary Pattern (LBP) for feature extraction. For
the classification step, the k-nearest neighbor algorithm was
used. The results show that this approach is efficient to this
type of application. In Hanzaei et al. [11], a system for defect
detection was proposed. It uses the Rotation Invariant Measure
of Local Variance and a closing morphology operator was used

to fill and smooth the detected regions.
Some works had used the Segmentation-Based Fractal
Texture Analysis (SFTA) for feature extraction. However,
none of them had used this method applied to ceramic tiles.
Arivazhagan et al. [12] presents an algorithm to detect cracks
in railway tracks. El-Henawy et al. [13] proposed a model
to Cattle Feature Extraction. Samiappan et al. [14] shows an
algorithm to map the invasive Phragmites australis of a large
wetland along the US Pearl River delta in southeastern of
Louisiana. In this work, other texture analysis methods were
used and the SFTA obtained the best performance among
them.
This work proposes a complete control quality system
for ceramic tiles based on image processing and machine
learning. Segmentation-based Fractal Texture Analysis (SFTA)
[15] is used for feature extraction. This algorithm consists
in decomposing the input image into a set of binary images.
Fractal dimensions of the resulting regions are extracted with
the goal of describing the texture patterns on the image. For
classification, the Support Vector Machine (SVM) technique
is used [16], [17].
The main difference between this work and others is the
use of SFTA to extract the texture information of the acquired
images. Other works had used this method. However, none
of them involves defect detection on ceramic tiles. The main
objective is to decrease the processing time [14], making this
approach applicable in a production line.
This work is organized as follows. Section II gives an
overview of the system. Section III presents the prototype used
for image acquisition. Furthermore, Section IV presents the
algorithm used to pre-process the information and Section V
shows the algorithm employed in feature extraction. Besides
that, Section VI presents the classification method used in this
work. The results are presented in Section VII. Finally, the
conclusion and a discussion about future works is provided in
Section VIII.
II. S YSTEM OVERVIEW

captured image may contain parts of the floor and the illumination system. To decrease the amount of information to be
processed, the background is removed, leaving only the tile.
On the feature extraction step, the SFTA technique is used.
The necessary data is extracted and organized to be later
classified by the next step, which consists in classification
using Support Vector Machine.
III. P ROTOTYPE FOR I MAGE ACQUISITION
In order to validate the method, a low cost prototype for
image acquisition was built. The goal is to create a stable
environment with minimum external influence.

Fig. 2. Representation of the external view of the prototype.

Figure 2 shows a representation of the external view of the
box-shaped prototype. The prototype internal part can be seen
in Figure 3. On the bottom, it has a space to place the tile.
After the image is captured, the tile can be removed.
The base itself is removable to allow adaptation to a
production line. The system was created considering some
necessary features that would be important in a real ceramic
tile production, such as stable environment, a good illumination system and a dark background, aiming to create a bigger
contrast between the prototypes floor and the tile in analysis.

An image processing system is made by a series of steps
which are capable of producing a result from the domain of
the problem [18]. The block diagram of the proposed method
is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed method.

The first step consists in acquiring the image. It needs
to be captured in a controlled environment with minimum
possible outside influence. To this end, a low cost prototype
was developed.
In the image pre-processing step, the information that is
not useful for the application is removed. For instance, the

Fig. 3. Representation of the internal view of the prototype.

The prototype has a camera holder on the top. In a lower
position, there is the fixation structure for the illumination

system. For this purpose, a LED string with 120 LEDs and 2
meters of length was used. It was placed in a lower part of
the structure to avoid shadows and/or reflections.
The material used was Medium Density Fiber (MDF). The
prototype has dimensions of 50 cm × 50 cm × 70 cm.
Its interior was painted in matte black, aiming to create a
higher contrast with the light tiles, the most common pattern
in market. The tile under analysis has maximum dimensions
of 48 cm × 48 cm.
The used camera has a T4K37 13-megapixel CMOS of
1/3.07” sensor. It was positioned at 69 cm of the tile, resulting
in a Ground Sampling Distance (GSD) of 0.0206 cm. This
sensor is not the best for this type of application. However, this
was a good option, since one of the proposals of this work was
to keep the system low-cost. However, with a better quality
camera, the system is expected to achieve higher accuracy.
A. Database
To validate the proposed solution, a ceramic tile database
was created using this prototype. Figure 4 shows the tile
patterns used in this work. There are two types of tiles: with
and without texture. The use of these two types of tiles is
important to show how the algorithm behaves in different
cases.

(a) Set I

(b) Set II

Fig. 4. Tile patterns used in this work.

The database is composed by 783 images1 . Table I shows
how the database is divided. The tiles are classified as good
(without defects) or bad (with defects). The classification of
each tile contained in the database was based on the technical
standard NBR 13818 [19].

Fig. 5. Sample of acquired image from prototype.

In order to decrease the processing time, the first thing to do
is re-size the image to 1/5 of its original size. As a result, the
processing time can be decreased as a high resolution image
is not needed for this application. After, the matrix image is
reorganized in a vector for application of k-means clustering
[20].
The k-means clustering algorithm is an iterative process
and can be divided basically into three steps. The first one
consists in choosing two centroids (or more, depending on
the application) randomly or using a center initialization
algorithm. Then, the distance between each point and both
centroids are calculated. The data is labelled according to
the nearest centroid. The last step is calculate the average of
the data separately. Based on that, the new positions of the
centroids are found. The second and third steps are iterated
until the stop criteria is satisfied. It can be maximum number of
iterations or when a specific accuracy is reached, for example.
The prototype floor is black to create a higher contrast
with the ceramic tile. Therefore, the use of only two clusters
is sufficient for this application. Equation 1 [21] defines the
function used to cluster division.
X
||samplesi − centerslabelsi ||2
(1)
i

kmeans++ center initialization [22] was employed for center initialization. Figure 6 shows the result of this step.

TABLE I
D IVISION OF THE TILES PATTERNS .
Pattern

Good

Bad

Total

1

287

116

403

2

300

80

380

Total

587

196

783

IV. P RE - PROCESSING
The pre-processing step consists in removing all the information that is not useful for the application. A sample of an
acquired image using the prototype is shown in Figure 5.
1 The

database can be found in: https://goo.gl/aTnBQE

Fig. 6. Result after k-means clustering application.

After that, it is necessary to find the tile on the image. To this
purpose, the algorithm searches for the area with the highest

number of pixels. Once this was found, the minimum square
that fits the area is calculated. Figure 7 show the results.

Fig. 7. Minimum square that fits the area.

Usually, the tile has a small rotation. To fix it, the angle
between the two lower vertices is calculated. To remove the
angle, an Affine Transformation [23] is applied in the image.
Once the mask is done, it can be applied to the original image.
The output of this process is shown in Figure 8.

equally spaced gray level values. This can be achieved by the
use of Multi-Level Otsu Algorithm [24] applied recursively nt
times. The number of times is a parameter defined by the user
and has influence on the feature vector size. A binary image
Ib (x, y) is obtained applying the Equation 2.
(
1, if tl < I(x, y) ≤ tu
(2)
Ib (x, y) =
0, otherwise.
Where tl represents the inferior limit of gray level and tu
the superior limit.
The set of binary images is obtained applying the Equation
2 on the input image, using all pairs of contiguous thresholds
from T ∪ {nl } and all pairs of thresholds {t, nl }, t ∈ T , where
nl corresponds to the maximum possible gray level in I(x, y).
This process return 2nt images.
In the second part of the algorithm, a vector containing
the pixel quantity, mean gray level and the fractal dimensions
of the binary images is created. The first two features are
calculated using the binary images generated by TTBD. The
fractal dimensions are obtained by a binary image Ib (x, y) and
it is represented as a border image ∆(x, y). This, represents
the region limits of each image and is computed as follows:

0 0

1, if ∃(x , y ) ∈ N8 [(x, y)] :
∆(x, y) =
Ib (x0 , y 0 ) = 0 ∧ Ib (x, y) = 1,


0, otherwise.

Fig. 8. Output from pre-processing step.

V. F EATURE EXTRACTION USING SFTA
Texture gives us information about spatial color distribution
or intensities in a complete image or a region. This information
can be used for classification. However, the extraction of
texture information consumes a lot of time [12]. It happens
mainly in cases where the utilization of high resolution images
is indispensable for high accuracy. Methods like Gray-Level
Co-Occurrence Matrix can be used, but it needs a higher
computational power [14]. With the goal of decreasing this
processing time, this works proposes the utilization of SFTA
for ceramic tiles classification.
This extraction algorithm can be divided into two parts.
In the first one, the input grayscale image is decomposed
into a set of binary images using Two-Threshold Binary
Decomposition (TTBD) [15]. For each resulting image, the
fractal dimensions are computed from its regions boundaries.
Furthermore, the mean gray level is calculated and a pixel
count is made.
The TTBD takes an input image I(x, y) and returns a set of
binary images. The first step is to calculate an interval T with
several thresholds values. The values are obtained by selecting

(3)

N8 [(x, y)] represents the set of pixels that are 8-connected
to (x, y). ∆(x, y) is 1 if Ib (x, y) = 1 and, at least, one of his
neighbors is zero. Otherwise, its value is zero. The resulting
borders are one-pixel wide.
The mean gray level and pixel count brings the advantage of
complement the extracted information without increasing too
much the computation time. The size of the features vector is
three times the quantity of binary images produced by TTBD.
This is due to the fractal dimension, mean gray level and size
are extracted from each binary image.
The fractal dimensions can be efficiently computed in linear
time by the use of Box Counting Algorithm [25]. Therefore,
the asymptotic complexity of SFTA is O(N · |T |), where N
represents the number of pixels of the grayscale image I and
|T | is the number of different thresholds from multi-level Otsu
Algorithm.
VI. C LASSIFICATION
The results of this work were obtained using a Support
Vector Machine (SVM). It was chosen because it can present a
better performance in most number of problems. Furthermore,
the SVM is very efficient and stable [26]. This technique
presents a good capacity of generalization in real situations,
where it usually overcome others classifiers, both in predictions and classifications [27].
The objective of SVM is to produce a model based on the
training data which is capable of predicting the class of the
sample using only its attributes [28].

Using a training set, organized as sample-class (xi , yi ), i =
1, ..., l, where xi ∈ Rn and y ∈ {1, −1}l , the SVM searches
a solution for the optimization problem described as follows:
l

X
1
min wT w + C
ξi
w,b,ξ 2
i=1
Subject to yi (wT φ(xi ) + b) ≥ 1 − ξi ,

(4)

ξi ≥ 0.
The training vector xi is mapped to a higher dimensional
space, maybe infinite, by the function φ. The SVM tries to
find a hyperplane capable of separating the data linearly, with
the maximum margin, in this new dimensional space. C > 0
is a parameter which describes the penalty according to the
error.
Library LIBSVM [29] was used for the implementation of
the Support Vector Machine. This library was chosen due
to its ease of use and the large amount of documentation.
Furthermore, it is easy to integrate it in the system’s code.
To scale the data before applying the SVM is very important. The two main advantages are to avoid attributes in greater
numeric ranges dominating those in smaller numeric ranges
and to avoid numerical difficulties during the calculation [28].
This process consists in transforming the data between two
limits: an inferior and a superior one. Therefore, the data is
normalized scaling each attribute to the range [-1 1].
There are four basic types of kernel. To this application, the
Radial Basis Function (RBF) was chosen as it can deal with
non-linear data [28]. Equation 5 shows the kernel equation.
K(xi , xj ) = exp(−γ||xi − xj ||2 ), γ > 0

(5)

There are two major RBF parameters: C and γ. They
must be set appropriately. The parameter C represents the
cost of penalty. The choice of this parameter has influence
on classification results. If it is too large, the classification
accuracy rate can be very high in training phase and very low
in testing phase. If C is too small, the classification accuracy
can be unsatisfactory. The γ parameter affects the partitioning
outcome in feature space. If this value is too high, results in
overfitting. If is too small, can leads to an underfitting [30].
Beforehand, this parameters are unknown. To find pair (C,
γ) that brings the best performance, a parameter search known
as Grid Search Algorithm [28] was used. It consists in trying
various pairs (C, γ) and choosing the one with the best crossvalidation accuracy [29]. It is an essential step because the
wrong choice of these parameters can decrease the system
accuracy.

tiles. To test it, 81 images were used, where 58 were from
good tiles and 23 were bad tiles.
In the second pattern, 304 images were used to training:
240 of them were from good tiles and 64 images represents
the bad tiles. To testing, 76 images were used, where 60 were
from good tiles and 16 were from the bad ones.
Before training the classifier, the optimal values of C and
γ need to be found using the Grid Search Algorithm. To the
first tile pattern (Set I), C is 32768 and γ is 0.00048828125.
To the second (Set II), the value found for C was 512 and to
γ was 0.0125.
During the tests, processing time was measured for every
tile. Table II shows the mean and the standard deviation related
to the pre-processing step.
TABLE II
M EAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION - P RE - PROCESSING STEP.
Set

Mean (s)

Standard Deviation (s)

I

0.202

0.023

II

0.145

0.021

Table III shows the mean and standard deviation values
obtained in processing step.
TABLE III
M EAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION - P ROCESSING STEP.
Set

Mean (s)

Standard Deviation (s)

I

0.480

0.025

II

0.453

0.012

In total, 157 tiles were used for prediction: 81 of the first
pattern and 76 of the second. Table IV shows the detection
results. The abbreviations in table are described below:
• TN: True Negative rate represents the number of tiles that
don’t have any defects and the system had classified it
correctly;
• TP: True Positive rate represents the number of tiles that
have defects and the system had classified it correctly;
• FN: False Negative rate represents the number of tiles that
have some kind of defect and the system had classified
it as “good”;
• FP: False Positive rate represents the number of tiles that
don’t have defects but the system had classified it as
“bad”.
TABLE IV
D EFECT DETECTION RESULTS .

VII. R ESULTS

Set

TN

TP

FN

FP

In order to get the results, 80% of the images were used
to train the classifier. The other 20% were unknown to the
classifier and were used to validate the system. The division
between training and testing images was made randomly.
In the first pattern, 322 images were used to train the
classifier: 229 of them were from good tiles and 93 from bad

I

58

21

2

0

II

60

15

1

0

Total

118

36

3

0

Using the results shown in Table IV, some parameters can
be calculated to measure the system efficiency. The Accuracy

represents the total number of tiles that are correctly classified
and is defined by Equation 6.
Accuracy =

TP + TN
× 100
TP + TN + FP + FN

(6)

Sensitivity is defined as the true positive rate. It represents
the measure of tiles that have defects and the system have
classified them correctly. Is defined by Equation 7.
Sensitivity =

TP
× 100
TP + FN

(7)
VIII. C ONCLUSION

Specificity is defined as true negative rate. Express the
probability that the system classifies a tile with no defects
as “good”. Equation 7 shows how this ratio is calculated.
Specif icity =

TN
× 100
TN + FP

and its acquiring method are different, the proposed system
had obtained a satisfying accuracy.
The whole system was implemented in C++ programming
language with OpenCV libraries. The processing unit has an
Intel Core i3-4030U CPU @ 1.90GHz × 2, with 8GB of RAM,
a SSD Sandisk PLUS with 240 GB and an Intel Corporation
Haswell - ULT Graphics Controller. The operational system
was Linux Mint 18.1, Cinnamon Edition, 64-bit with 4.4.053-generic Linux Kernel.

(8)

Fig. 9. Defect detection measures.

Figure 9 shows the defect detection results. To the first
pattern, the system has achieved 97.53% of detection rate,
classifying correctly 79 of 81 tiles. In the second pattern, the
system classified 75 of 76 tiles correctly, achieving 98.68%
of detection rate. In relation to sensibility, the system has
achieved 91,30% for the first pattern and 93,75% for the second. Besides that, the specificity was 100% for both patterns.
About the processing time, good results were achieved.
To process an image acquired from prototype, the system
took less than 700 ms. The second tile pattern had textures.
However, the processing time was lower than first pattern,
which shows the algorithm efficiency to process textured
images.
The achieved accuracy was satisfactory. Nevertheless, system sensibility was not so good. It happened because the
database was quite unbalanced and affected directly the results.
A lot of works were done trying to solve this problem.
However, the databases used on the other works are not public.
Thus, was not possible to obtain the statistical parameters
using this algorithm. Nevertheless, since the analyzed tiles

This work presented a complete system for automatic defect
detection of ceramic tiles using image processing and machine learning. For the classification step, Support Vector Machine was used. Segmentation-based Fractal Texture Analysis
(SFTA) was employed for feature extraction. The use of SFTA
for ceramic tile classification is one of the main contributions
of this work. The algorithm has already been used to other
applications before. However, had never been employed on
ceramic tiles defect detection.
The system was implemented in C++ using OpenCV libraries. A low cost prototype was built to acquire the images.
The system classifies the ceramic tiles in two classes: good
(no defects) or bad (with any kind of defect).
The achieved results were good both in processing time and
accuracy. They can be compared to the results obtained on the
works presented in Section I.
In many cases, mainly in works related to the industry,
the authors don’t make clear what methods are used for
feature extraction. This makes it really difficult to compare
this methodology with others proposed in literature.
However, although the achieved results are good, a better
quality camera could improve the defect detection rate. Once
more, it is important to remember that the system has a low
cost purpose.
The present work can be applied successfully in ceramic
tiles defects detection. Furthermore, the algorithm can be applied at ceramic industry, since the production line must work
in real time and this work meet this requirement. However,
the developed prototype needs some improvements.
The greatest drawback of this work is the simplicity of the
image acquisition system prototype. However, as one of the
goals of this work is keep the system low-cost, the prototype attended its objectives. Nevertheless, the methodology
presented here has potential to be implemented in a production
line, as the system can classify plain and texture tiles.
Future work will include improvement of the acquisition
system, mostly on the illumination part and use a more appropriated camera. Besides that, this algorithm can be compared
with other extraction algorithms. Code improvements can be
performed using a more powerful hardware such as GPUs with
CUDA support as OpenCV supports this type of optimization.
Furthermore, the presented system strategy is expected to be
implemented in real ceramic tile production.
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